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In this note, we propose to give shortened proofs of two theorems

of Dolph, McLeod and Thoe [4] on the analytic continuation of the

resolvent kernel and S-matrix for potential scattering to the "un-

physical sheet." The proofs will use Carleman's inequality and the

currently fashionable method of factoring the potential. (See [5], [9]

and the references given there.) Since our purpose is to illustrate a

method, we shall consider the problem in dimension three only, al-

though McLeod [lO] has extended the results of [4] to arbitrary

dimensions.

The author wishes to thank Professor James Rovnyak for several

conversations.

Ri will denote real Euclidean three-space and A the Laplacian

operator on Li(R3). Integrals without an indicated domain of inte-

gration are over all of P3.

We shall adopt the hypotheses of [4].

Assumption. Let V(x) be a real-valued function on R3 such that

(1) V(x) is locally Holder continuous except for a finite number of

square integrable singularities, and

(2) there exist positive constants C, a and R such that

| V(x) |   = Ce-"M       for \x\   = R.

The Schroedinger operator P= — À-f-F(îc) is then selfadjoint with

domain D(T)=D(A) [8].

Lemma 1. ///, gQLi(Rt), then Jf\f(x)g(y)\\x-y\-2dy dx < + <*>.

This is an immediate consequence of Sobolev's inequality [l, p.

220, part (c)].

The following fact is well known, but, having no convenient refer-

ence for it, we supply a brief proof.

Lemma 2. Let (p., X) be a measure space and /(•, k)QL2(p, X) for

each k in a domain 52 of the complex plane. Assume that for a.e. x in X,

f(x, k) is analytic on ñ wi.th k-derivative f'(x, k). If \f(x, k)\ ^g(x) for

some gQL2(p, X), thenf(-, k) is a vector-valued analytic function on Ü

and its derivative is/'(•, k).
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Proof. If k is fixed and Q contains {z: \z — k\ ^2rB], then for

|*| ^r.

f(x, k + h) - f(x, k) = (Ä/2«) f (z - k)~\% -k- k)~lJ(x, z)dz.
J |«-*|-8r,

A simple estimate shows that hrl\f(-, k+h)—f(-, k)] is majorized by

(2/ro)g(x) for \h\ ^r0, and hence converges to/'(-, k) in the norm of

L2(jx, A).

Lemma 3. Let Q(k) be an operator-valued function analytic in Hubert-

Schmidt norm on a domain fl. If I+Q(k) is invertible for some k in fl,

then [l+Q(k)]~l exists except at isolated points and is meromorphic

on fl.

Proof. The points where I+Q(k) is not invertible are the zeros of

det2[7+()(&)] [3, p. 1106]. If P« is a sequence of finite rank orthog-

onal projections increasing strongly to 7, then PnQ(k)Pn-+Q(k) in

Schmidt norm for each k in Q. The argument in the proof of part (c)

of Lemma XL 9.22 of [3] (pp. 1109-1110) shows that det2[l+Q(k)]
is analytic, so that I+Q(k) is invertible except at isolated points.

These points are poles of finite order by virtue of the Carleman in-

equality [3, Corollary 25, p. 1112]

||(det2[7 + Q(k)])[l + G(*)H| g exp(C,||e(*)||î)

where d is a constant.

Let R0(z) = (— A— z)~l. If Im k>0 and k2 is in the resolvent set of

—A, then Ro(k2) is an integral operator with kernel

Go(x, y, k) = (l/4x) | * - y|-ie*l^l.

Define A(x)=e~aMI2 and B(x) =e"^<2V(x), and let A and B denote

the corresponding multiplication operators. Note that V(x)

= A(x)B(x).

Theorem 1. (a) For Im k>0, AR0(k2)B has a unique extension to a

Hilbert-Schmidt operator Q(k) on L2(R3). Q(k) is analytic for Im &>0

and has an analytic continuation to Im k> —a/2 in Hilbert-Schmidt

norm.

(b) I+Q(k) has a bounded inverse for Im k> —a/2, except for iso-

lated values of k. [l+Q(k)]~l is meromorphic on Im k> — a/2, and

the poles of [l+Q(k)]~l in Im k>0 are pure imaginary, finite in num-

ber and occur when k2 is a negative eigenvalue of T.

Proof. For Im k>0, AR0(k2)B has the kernel

(1) K(x, y, k) = (l/4x) I x - y|-M(*)e«l»-»l£(y).
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If y9*x, (1) defines K(x, y, k) as an entire function of k, which is

majorized for Im &= — r¡o> —a/2 by

K0(x, y) = (l/4r) I * - y I"11 A(x) |í»i-»i | B(y) \.

But ff\ K0(x, y) 12dx dy does not exceed

(1/1Ó7T2)  I I | « - yl^e-^-^We-^-^Mdxdy
J \x\zrJ |¡/¡s«

+ Cif        f       \x-y\-2\A(x)\\B(y)\dxdy
/|»Isb/|¡/Is«

where G is a constant. If these integrals are trivially extended to the

whole space, both are seen to be convergent by Lemma 1. Thus for

Im k> —a/2, K(x, y, k) is the kernel of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator,

which agrees with AR0(k2)B for Im k>0. The analyticity statements

follow from the uniform majorization by Kü(x, y) and Lemma 2.

If Im k>0 and k2 is not real, then I+Q(k) has the bounded inverse

I-A(T-k2)~lB [9]. It follows by Lemma 3 that [l+Q(k)]~l is

meromorphic for Im k> —a/2. Finiteness of the number of poles in

the upper half-plane is proved in [9].

In the present case, the S-matrix S(k) is defined for ife>0 and is a

unitary operator on Li(1) where 2 is the unit sphere in P3 with surface

measure. According to Ikebe [7, Theorem l], S(k)—I is a Hilbert-

Schmidt operator on L2(S) with kernel

t(u, «', k) = (-ik/Sr2)  \  <b(x, w, k)V(x)eik"'-xdx

where w, u'QI. <p(x, co, k) is bounded and continuous on P3 and

satisfies

(2) <b(x, o>, k) = tf-«~» - J  Go(x, y, k)V(y)^>(y, œ, k)dy.

Theorem 2. S(k) has a meromorphic continuation to j Im k\ <a/2,

which has poles only at the poles of [l+Q(k) ]_1.

Proof. Let a(x, w, k)=A(x)e~ik,"-x and b(x, co, k)-B(x)erik"-x.

Multiplying (2) by A (x) and observing that a, b and A<p are in Li(Rz),

we find after a simple calculation that

(3) l(w, w', k) = (ô(o, k), [I + Q(k)Yla(J, k))LtW.

Now for each uQI, a(w, k) has an analytic continuation to

Im   k> — a/2   which   is  bounded  in  P2(P3)-norm,   uniformly  on
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SX {k: Im kçî —770} for any r¡o<a/2. b(u, k) has a similar conjugate

analytic continuation to | Im k\ ^t?0, which is bounded uniformly on

2 X2 by || [l+Q(k) ]_1|| times a constant depending on r]0. Analyticity

in Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the kernel operator S(k)—I, except at

poles of [l+Q(k) ]_1 now follows from Lemma 2.

If Im k>0 and k2 is in the resolvent set of T, then [6, Theorem 1 ]

(T — &2)-1 has a kernel G(x, y, k) of Carleman type, which satisfies

(4) G(x, y, k) = Go(x, y, k) - j Gt(x, £, k)V(Ç)G(ï, y, k)di¡

for a.e. fixed y. Multiplying (4) by A(x), we find that the function

g(x, y, k)=A(x)G(x, y, k) satisfies

(5) g(-,y,k) = [l + Q(k)]-1go(-,y,k)

for a.e. fixed y, where g0(x, y, k) = A(x)G0(x, y, k). Since g0(-, y, k) has

an obvious continuation to Im k> —a/2 as an element of L2(R3), (5)

gives a meromorphic continuation of g(-, y, k). Recalling that

A(x)=e~aMI2 yields

Theorem 3. Let 3C = L2(m. ̂ 3) where dß=e~a^dx. Then G(-, y, k)

has an X-valued meromorphic continuation to Im k> —a/2, which has

poles only at the poles of [i+Qik)]-1.

Remarks. (1) In Theorems 2 and 3, we assert only that any pole of

S(k) or G(-, y, k) must also be a pole of [7-f-G;(è)]_1; the converse is

not established.

(2) Lemma 3 is by no means the best such result. A generalization

to Q(k) compact on a Hubert space follows from [3, VII 6.13, p. 592]

and [2, Appendix, Theorem 18]. Moreover, the referee has kindly

informed us that the lemma has been proved for Q(k) compact on a

Banach space by Stanley Steinberg of Purdue and, for a separable

Banach space with basis, by Peter Werner and H. Haf of Technische

Hochschule, Stuttgart. These papers should appear in print soon,

and are presently available as preprints.

(3) Finally, we remark that the method employed here should be

generally useful in studying S-matrix analyticity, provided that (a)

the operator AR0(z)B is compact and can be continued across the real

axis, and (b) one has a suitable representation of the 5-matrix in

terms of the boundary values of this operator.
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